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Looking Back
A successful start always paves the way for a brighter future, and riding on this promise of a
brighter future, the team at WWH had yet another magnificent year. Through community and
social engagement, we were able to reach to remotest areas of Aarey and bring together many
in harmony. Our belief in helping each and every one through the four distinct programs,
Project Gyan, Project Swaasthya, Project Swabhimaan, and Project Saamudayik Vikas helped
us initiate programs and gather volunteers from many areas of Mumbai. 2014-15 was an
exciting year to say the least. So, here is a Quick Recap on our year’s activities.
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Project Gyan

1. On 28th April, we took our learners to the Times of India office for the auditions of a skit.
After the auditions, we visited the Gateway of India.
2. A Convocation Ceremony of our learners under the TEACH INDIA team took place at the
NCPA Marine Drive Mumbai was on 4th May 2014. Though a culmination of their learning
period, for WWH, it was a beginning of a new era and for our students in their endeavours
beyond home.
3. A drawing test for the children got their creative juices flowing and had them come up with
their very best. One of the winners – Ms Rita Swamy was a deaf and dumb girl who really
turned the heat on in the competition. Despite her shortcomings, she made it through and
encouraged everyone else to do their best too.
4. On 1st June 2014, Mr. Anand Kumar delivered a 2-hour audio-visual presentation on
MIND POWER for our underprivileged youth. Success was evident as our youth were on
time at 5 am the next day for a Meditation session.
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5. WWH set up a library, the NALANDA Public Library, in a village in Aarey Colony, which
is now helping change lives of over 400 students in many ways. From eliminating the caste
system to encouraging students to take up education seriously, WWH’s initiative is
improving the conditions and attitude in this tribal village.
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Project Swaasthya

1.

With the help of TATA Memorial Hospital and D.S Research Centre, along with SSVP,
St. Vincent Pallotti Church, Vijay Nagar, we conducted a Blood Donation Camp on 14th
June, the “World Blood Donation Day”. In the short span of time, we had the arrangements
made. It was incredible to see that we could manage to pull in Police personnel who were
happy to donate blood. At the end of the day, we helped save 90 lives of Cancer patients
(each bottle of blood post separation helps save 3 lives).

2.

We organized a Free Health Check-up Camp with Guinness World Record Holder – R.G.
Stone Hospital and with SSVP, St. Vincent Pallotti Church, on 7th September at St Vincent
Pallotti Church, Vijay Nagar. BP test, Random Blood sugar test, BMI test and Doctor
consultation was conducted. Subsequently, the patients were offered free sonography with
specialist consultation at the hospital to detect various diseases.

3.

WWH and Lion Herbert Hendricks Medical Centre conducted a Free Eye Check-up, Pain
Management (Sujok) & Dental Check-up camp on 29th June for the residents of Uday
Nagar chawl, Sakinaka. In total, 40 patients benefitted from the Free Holistic Medical
camp comprising of dental, eye and Sujok therapies.
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Project Swabhimaan

1. Our Women’s Day program, on March 8th at the community centre at unit 22, was an
amazing experience for us as well as the women of the Aarey Village. From a wonderful
talk to games and snacks, we truly left no stone unturned to honor our women for their
tireless work and their help in every sector of society.
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Project Saamudhayik Vikas

1. TATA Group and SOSVA came together and in association with us brought about many
different programs that catered to the wellbeing of the Aarey community. Together with
our youth, the initiation of “Water Education” came to life.
2. Many of our community members, including children, women and youth, got the chance
to visit the Corporate office of TATA CHEMICALS at Leela Business Park and present
their

learnings

over

the

course

of

11

months.

All the TATA volunteers present were happy with the outcome over their training sessiona
which was so vividly brought out by the Community.
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They were overjoyed when the Community members presented the TATA CHEMICALS
group with a Glass plaque with intrinsic design as a token of appreciation. It was very much
appreciated by one and all.

3. A new enthusiastic batch of about 25-30 women started their learning journey and learned
about “Safe drinking water practices” presented by the volunteers of TATA CHEMICALS.
It was indeed interesting to see the instances of Don’ts pointed out by the ladies during the
show to rectify the common practices that needs to be followed.

Interestingly, the ladies volunteered to do a role play and urge the TATA Group volunteers
to point out the instances of Don’ts in their skit.
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4. A community member, Babu, saw light through solar bulbs in his house. He was elated that
the efforts of WWH, SOSVA and the students of St. Xavier’s have helped him dramatically
reduce his electricity bill.
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5. SWACH ABHIYAN was carried out on 28th October in collaboration with the BMC and
an organisation from Haryana. There were BMC employees along with our volunteers for
this drive. Toilet tanks were also cleaned up on that day. We continued the SWACHH
AAREY COLONY ABHIYAN on 27th November as well and has TCS Maitree employees
join us with brooms in hand. Over 150 employees, we cleaned the areas of Picnic Spot and
Unit 22.

6. DELOITTE – IMPACT DAY – on 28th November saw around 60 of its employees visit
Unit 22 to create impact. Our Managing Trustee, Mr. Eugene Das, warmly welcomed all
the employees who were in their crisp blue T-shirts. After forming groups with our
volunteers, they were spread out around Unit 22 going door to door with the Survey forms
and talking to people in the community.

This survey had a two-fold objective
a) To assess the problems faced in the community in areas of health, job, etc.
b) To assess the impact of the various programs conducted by WWH in the Community.
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After assessing this widespread survey, they brought their findings before us and shared
their views on each topic assess. They further suggested the development of DELOITTEWWH Partnership.

7. “Meditations for children cannot be the same as those taught to middle-aged business
people or spiritual aspirants seeking higher knowledge. Rather, in this context, meditation
is a process that supports the growth of the body-mind of the child, fosters the
development of each child’s own unique personality, and supports creativity and
expression. Through the series of such sessions of Meditation techniques, it will really
help children to relax and focus better during school, so that they can concentrate and
memorize more effectively. From the spiritual perspective, good meditation techniques
teach children self-awareness, encourage them to be themselves, and help them face life
with greater belief in their potential.” —Mr Agnello Pereira
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This initiative by Mr. Angello helped us introduce a fun yoga and meditation session for our
Children at Unit 22. Through exploration and fun, this form of yoga would help develop and
enliven optimal health and inner peace.
Through these sessions, we truly hope to impart benefits of meditation for our children by:
▪

Improving their creativity

▪

Improving their concentration

▪

Reducing their stress levels

▪

Enabling better interaction with peers
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Miscellaneous
1. On 15th August 2014, WWH proudly waved the tricoloured flag in honour of our nation’s
Independence Day. With little toddlers, children, young and the old gathered for the flag
hoisting ceremony, Fr. Francis & Sr. Yogini led the march and unfurling of the flag of
India. Sr. Yogini thrilled the crowds with her message of unity and the benefits that they
could avail of within their premises like computer classes, tailoring classes, drawing, adult
literacy, etc.

2. With Diwali around the corner, we had a rally on 23rd Oct at 11 am with about 35 children
from our Community who braved the scorching heat and willingly contributed Rs. 1/- to
Rs. 2/- along with other contributions and distribute sweets & old clothes for the extremely
underprivileged street children in the vicinity (under the Vijay Nagar/ Chakala, Andheri
East, Mumbai flyover) to brighten up their day on Diwali
3. Also, on the occasion of Childrens' day – 14th November 2014, as a return gift, with the
staff of CONCENTRIX, WWH organized treats, games and gifts for children at Aarey
Colony.
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Summary
▪

220 tribal children/youths have now become computer literate. A few of the youth have
also managed to get placements in companies.

▪

Beneficiaries from each monthly medical camp – 102 adults.

▪

Each monthly paediatric camp for children – 90 nos.

▪

Adult literacy programme – Spoken English training program (with British Council and
TOI): 2 batches successfully completed, bringing about remarkable change in 32 youths.

▪

Health and Sanitation workshops through Safe drinking water practices imparting to over
200 families.

▪

Awareness and training workshops in Mind Power & Government motivational
development programmes through MSME impacting over 60 youths.

▪

Transformed a liquor/gambling den into a place of reading; Benches with reading stand
(with newspapers) established.

▪

Blood donation camp/dental camp/eye check-up camps conducted in collaboration with our
partner – SSVP.

▪

Special days celebrated like Children’s day, Women’s day, Independence Day including
festivals like Diwali, Christmas, etc. to foster a feeling of fellowship in the community.

▪

Solar lamps installed through indigenous technology in 12 tribal houses.

▪

Tailoring program completed to train about 36 unemployed women. This social initiative
upgrades the current skill-set of the tailoring community and encourages employment and
entrepreneurship.

▪

Bazaar day project wherein few tribal families prepared home-made snacks for sale

▪

Laid pathway with stones for walkway in Aarey Colony.

▪

Initiated the first ever library in the jungles of Aarey Colony – NALANDA PUBLIC
LIBRARY bringing about systemic change in the field of education.
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